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We are pleased to announce that We are part of a collection - Borjana
Ventzislavova’s second solo exhibition in baeckerstrasse4 - will open on March 24th
2016.
For the exhibition the artist will wrap the façade of the gallery in reflective silvery foil
in order to create a barrier that is simultaneously opaque and open to the street and
the viewer, shiny but imperfect, inviting yet intimidating. On the top of the façade,
coils of razor wire reinforce the feeling of an impenetrable fence. Borjana
Ventzislavova’s intervention brings together a lot of her earlier artistic concerns –
borders and migration, collective dreams and the influence of social and political
changes on our perception of self, but also our agency and responsibility.
In We are part of a collection Borjana Ventzislavova employs the same quasi
sociological, yet deeply human approach that has been characteristic of her previous
work. Interviews, questionnaires and surveys are paired with her mostly photographic
and video practice to create a kind of poetic documents - a true snapshot of how we
experience our times. This time the artist turns these poetico-sociological devices
towards herself and examines the intersection of her own past and present.
Taking its title from a 1992 song of the cult Bulgarian dark wave group “Nova
Generacia” (New Generation), We are part of a collection is a coming-of-age story
set through the topography of a place - its source material and inspiration is the
artists’ adolescence in Sofia in the late 80s and early 90s, just around the time of the
fall of the Berlin wall. “Thank you for all the flowers” (2016) for instance is a dreamy
yet dark photographic series, which title refers to another song from that time.
Fragments of flower bouquets resurface as a materialization of a memory together
with objects that have both personal and generational significance, like strands of
hair, roller skates or tapes from audio-cassettes.
The exhibition is also the story of a generation defined by belonging to at least two
places, to a “here” and “there”. Borjana Ventzislavova has explored this inbetweenness in various previous works such as “That Thing”, (2013-ongoing) or
“Mind the gap” (2013). Here we see it embodied in the personal story of the artist – a
Bulgarian living in Vienna, whose youth has already been determined by the
projection and imagination of a beyond; of another, “better” world (which was
alternatively communism or the West).
The wallpaper “Lovejoy” (2016), named after the comet known for releasing large
amounts of alcohol and sugar into space, is an image of the starry sky, on which is
mounted a neon sign – a pentacle. Dreams and symbols are mixed up here, just like
in the imagination of a young person growing up around 1989. Distant galaxies,
promises of progress and other worlds encounter the collapse of ideologies: what are
the dreams of a child in a world that has stopped dreaming? Borjana Ventzislavova’s
works carry the burden of this melancholy with refreshing optimism, poise, and even
a sense of the comic and the absurd.
The uncertain present of the artist’s youth was remedied with Western pop music
and cinema, finding solace in the disillusionment on both sides of the iron curtain.

The installation “West Music in West Park” (2013-2016) includes a karaoke set,
which offers through music a glimpse at the mix of cultural references of the times.
For this piece, the artist has recorded songs that are mostly unavailable in karaoke
libraries, but represent the soundtrack of her youth experiences – Bulgarian
alternative rock, Western new wave, punk or pop, Russian alternative rock music and
children’s songs.
“Study of Causality” (2016) is a photographic series where places and spaces from
Sofia of the artist’s youth, are confronted with images of people (in their actual
working or private surroundings), with whom Borjana Ventzislavova has been
engaged through her work – curators, institution directors, collectors from various
walks of life. Among them are the Austrian Minister of culture Josef Ostermayer and
Stella Rollig – the artistic director of the Lentos Museum. In an accompanying text we
are presented with another type of collage - between the artist’s memories and the
sitter’s opinion on her artistic practice. The work could be read as a metaphor of the
whole exhibition - the topos of the encounter between past and present, memories
and reality, of personal and professional life, and of the different geographies that
constitute Borjana Ventzislavova’s journey.
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